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ABSTRACT

This Thesis describes the development of a cost-effective process for patterning nanoscale metal antenna arrays. Soft ultraviolet (UV) Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) into bilayer resist was chosen since it enables repeatable large-scale replication of nanoscale patterns with good lift-off properties using a simple low-cost process.

Nanofabrication often involves the use of Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) which enables the definition of nanoscale patterns on small sample regions, typically < 1 mm². However its sequential nature makes the large scale production of nanostructured substrates using EBL cost-prohibitive. NIL is a pattern replication method that can reproduce nanoscale patterns in a parallel fashion, allowing the low-cost and rapid production of a large number of nano-patterned samples based on a single nanostructured master mold.

Standard NIL replicates patterns by pressing a nanostructured hard mold into a soft resist layer on a substrate resulting in exposed substrate regions, followed by an optional Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) step and the subsequent deposition of e.g. metal onto the exposed substrate area. However, non-vertical sidewalls of the features in the resist layer resulting from an imperfect hard mold, from reflow of the resist layer, or from isotropic etching in the RIE step
may cause imperfect lift-off. To overcome this problem, a bilayer resist method can be used. Using stacked resist layers with different etch rates, undercut structures can be obtained after the RIE step, allowing for easy lift-off even when using a mold with non-vertical sidewalls.

Experiments were carried out using a nanostructured negative SiO$_2$ master mold. Various material combinations and processing methods were explored. The negative master mold was transferred to a positive soft mold, leaving the original master mold unaltered. The soft mold consisted of a 5 µm thick top Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), or Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) layer, a 1.5 mm thick Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) buffer layer, and a glass supporting substrate. The soft mold was pressed into a bilayer of 300 nm PMMA and 350 nm of silicon based UV-curable resist that was spin-coated onto a glass slide, and cured using UV radiation. The imprinted patterns were etched using RIE, exposing the substrate, followed by metal deposition and lift-off. The experiments show that the use of soft molds enables successful pattern transfer even in the presence of small dust particles between the mold and the resist layer. Feature sizes down to 280 nm were replicated successfully.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Plasmonics is a technology that makes use of the interaction between electromagnetic waves and metallic structures at the nanometer scale. The oscillatory electric field of the electromagnetic wave drives free electrons in metallic nanostructures to oscillate. The oscillations of these electrons are collective and create an extraordinarily strong local field at a certain frequency, known as the plasmon resonance frequency. By changing the geometry of metallic structures, one can manipulate the optical properties of the materials; for example, controlling the absorption, reflection, and transmission spectrum of materials by using metal structures with different resonant frequencies\(^1\); creating highly-enhanced and confined electric fields around a metal nanostructure by matching its plasmon resonant frequency with incident light\(^2,3\). Plasmonics studies on metallic structures with different shapes, sizes, and materials have been widely conducted in the past decade\(^4,5,6,7,8\). Moreover, with the help of suitable nanofabrication techniques, the idea of plasmonics can be introduced to real applications, for example, waveguiding\(^9,10,11\), biological applications: sensing\(^12,13\), imaging and labeling\(^14,15\), and, biophysics\(^16\), device performance enhancement for: light sources\(^17\), detectors\(^18\), and photovoltaics\(^19,20\). In many of these applications, a large area pattern with numerous designed sub-wavelength plasmonic nanostructures is needed. In order to meet specific purposes, for example, for significant interaction of plasmonic structures with a
focused optical beam at least a $\sim 10\mu m \times 10\mu m$ area is needed for sensing experiments; and a $>10^4 \mu m^2$ area is needed for plasmonic structures cooperating with other devices that are usually hundreds of micron in size, such as light emitting diodes and solar cells. Therefore, the capability of producing large area samples containing high resolution nano-scale structures is becoming a crucial point in both industrial and academic plasmonics work. There are several conventional fabrication techniques that can pattern nanometer scale structures on desired surfaces such as Focused Ion Beam (FIB) patterning and Electron Beam lithography (EBL). Figure 1 describes the fabrication procedure of EBL.

![Figure 1. Schematic illustration of Electron Beam Lithography.](image)

These two techniques, especially EBL, is commonly used for nanofabrication. However, when using EBL to pattern nanometer scale structures over a large area on a non-conductive
substrate, the sample often becomes highly charged which leads to deflection of the incoming writing beam resulting in distorting the sizes, shapes, and positions of designed patterns\textsuperscript{24}. Besides, the time and cost needed for EBL to make samples with large area patterns are very long and prohibitive. Therefore, many alternative techniques have been developed in order to make the fabrication process faster and more cost-effective \textsuperscript{4,25,26,27,28}. Among those alternative techniques, Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) possess the advantages of low cost, high throughput, high resolution, and large area fabrication. For these reasons NIL has the potential to become one of the most popular and cost-effective nanofabrication, or more precisely, nano-replication techniques.

Nanoimprint lithography relies on the replication of a single high-cost master structure. While the fabrication of the original master structure is expensive, the replication can be fast and low cost, making the technique viable for large scale production. It also allows for affordable parametric testing by making it feasible to try out multiple materials, multiple post-processing steps, and multiple destructive analyses all on low cost replicas of the original nanopattern. The general procedure of Nanoimprint lithography is as follows: first, fabricate a nanopattern on a hard substrate (master mold) by conventional nanofabrication techniques. Second, press the patterned the master mold into a resist layer on a hard substrate,
which allows the resist layer to be re-shaped to form a negative imprint of the master patterns.

Third, separate mold from resist layer leaving the substrate with exposed area, where the resist has been squeezed out by the master mold during imprinting, as well as remaining resist-covered area. The remaining resist then serves as a mask in a subsequent metal deposition step carried out in vacuum. After metal deposition, metal that was deposited on the resist covered sections of the sample can be removed by dissolving and washing away the resist layer (Lift-off). After this step, a metal replica of the original designed positive patterns is obtained on the substrate. The nanoimprint process is a repeatable process based as long as the hard master mold is not damaged in the imprint process, which can be achieved with careful handling and cleaning of the hard maser mold. Thus, although the key element of Nanoimprint lithography, the hard imprint mold, needs to be patterned through costly nanofabrication techniques, the cost-per-sample can be low since the master mold is being reused. In addition, with proper methods, NIL can also be performed on non-planar surfaces in order to obtain three-dimensional patterns.

This report mainly focuses on an approach where the imprint mold itself is a replica of a negative hard master mold. This avoids using the original hard master mold in any high-pressure imprint steps, further increasing the longevity of the hard master. To enable this,
relatively soft polymer materials will be used in the actual imprinting that will be hardened after imprint using ultraviolet (UV) exposure. This Soft UV-NIL process will be combined with a Bilayer imprint method to facilitate the lift-off process in the formation of large scale metallic antenna arrays. Chapter two discusses the general NIL process as well as several possible variations of NIL. It also goes over material selection issues and discuss approaches for experiments. Chapter three covers the experimental details of the imprint process that was selected for this thesis. Two sets of imprint process at different size scales are included. Chapter four discusses the results of the two sets of experiment. Results contain images and measurements with optical microscope, Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM), Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), and Ellipsometry.
CHAPTER TWO: METHODS

In this chapter the working principles and different implementations of Nanoimprint lithography and Soft UV Nanoimprint lithography are discussed. In addition, approaches and materials used in this report, from mold fabrication to resists, are discussed as well.

2.1 The Working Principle of Nanoimprint Lithography

Since the first Nanoimprint Lithography experiments were published by Chou et al. in 1995\textsuperscript{29}, the method of nanoimprinting has been widely discussed and researched. Many different methods have been proposed for doing nanoimprinting. In general, Nanoimprint lithography can be separated into two classes: one is Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography; the other is UV Nanoimprint Lithography. The main difference between these two methods are the way to pattern resist layer, which will be discussed below.
2.1.1 Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography (T-NIL)

![Diagram of Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography]

**Figure 2. Schematic illustration of Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography.**

When transferring patterns from master mold to resist layer, the resist needs to be able to flow and fill up all the cavities of the master mold in order to obtain exact replicas of the original patterns. One way to achieve this is to soften and re-shape solid-phase polymer resist thin films by applying high temperature and high pressure in a process called Thermal Nanoimprint Lithography, or T-NIL. In T-NIL, there are three basic components: a patterned mold, a thermo-elastic resist thin layer, and a substrate. Since the processing environment of T-NIL is high temperature (~180°C) and high pressure (~200 psi), materials for mold and substrate need to be able to endure these processing conditions. The imprint mold should be a hard material and have a high melting point, for example, SiO₂ or Si, in order to have enough
toughness to imprint into the resist layer under high temperature without deforming. The mold needs to be prepared through other lithography techniques, for example, EBL, and treated with anti-sticking agent, such as Trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS), to prevent the mold from getting stuck to the resist. The T-NIL resist should be a thermo-elastic polymer which can be softened when the temperature is above its glass transition temperature ($T_g$), for example, Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The substrate can be varied to meet different purposes as long as it can support the resist layer during imprinting process and handle the high processing temperatures used. Typical substrates are glass or silicon.

The procedure of T-NIL is described in Figure 2: (a) sample heating, applying pressure, and imprinting. When the temperature is increased above the resist's glass transition temperature ($T_g$), the hardness of resist will drop, and the patterned mold can be pressed into the resist layer by applying additional pressure on the mold. During imprinting, the resist layer will be re-shaped according to features on the imprint mold. While the imprint mold is held against the substrate, the temperature is reduced to below $T_g$ causing the solidification of the resist; (b) Mold separation and (c) pattern transfer. Generally, the imprint step can leave a small amount of residual resist in the recessed areas. This would lead to a problem in the lift-off process. To remove this unwanted residual resist and expose the substrate, often a plasma clean or
Reactive Ion Etching (RIE) pattern transfer step is used. After pattern separation a patterned resist coated substrate is obtained (d). Imprinted samples are then further processed e.g. with material deposition or etching to obtain the intended nano-structures.

The process of T-NIL is straightforward and the resolution of it can be high (sub-20 nm feature sizes have been achieved\textsuperscript{30}). However, since T-NIL is a high-temperature and high-pressure process, the choice of materials is somewhat limited.

2.1.2 Ultraviolet Nanoimprint Lithography (UV-NIL)

Ultraviolet Nanoimprint Lithography (UV-NIL) is another approach to NIL that was first proposed by Haisma et al. in 1996\textsuperscript{31}. Instead of imprinting into a high-$T_g$ resist layer, UV-NIL imprints into a low-viscosity polymeric resist layer that is hardened by UV-curing during the imprint step. UV-curing of polymers is a chemical reaction that causes polymer molecules (usually in liquid phase) to crosslink with each other through the help of free radicals that are released by photo-initiator molecules in the resist upon absorbing UV photons. Cross linked polymers contain chemical bonds between adjacent polymer strands, which hardens and solidifies the resist.
The components used in UV-NIL are similar to T-NIL: mold, resist and substrate, but in this case the materials of these component and the processing environment can be quite different since UV-NIL relies on UV curing rather than high temperature. The process of UV-NIL can be done at room temperature and at low pressure. Therefore, heat-resistance is not a requirement for the materials used in UV-NIL. However in this case, at least one component, either mold or substrate, should be transparent to UV radiation. For the mold, in addition to traditional SiO$_2$ or silicon molds, lower T$_g$ materials can also be used, such as polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) and PMMA, as discussed in the next section. The resist can be a commercial UV-curable resist$^{32,33}$ or can be mixed based on basic constituents$^{34}$.

Figure 3. Schematic illustration of Ultraviolet Nanoimprint Lithography.
Figure 3 describes the procedure of UV-NIL: (a) Imprinting and (b) UV-curing. When the patterned mold is pressed into the liquid resist film, the resist can easily re-distribute and fills up cavities of the mold. While the imprint master and the substrate are in contact UV light is applied to solidify the molded resist. (c) Separation and pattern transfer: after resist curing, the mold can be separated from the resist film, typically followed by reactive ion etching (RIE) to remove any residual resist in the depressed regions, resulting in complete pattern transfer of the designed patterns into the resist layer (d). After imprinting and RIE, the sample can be processed with materials deposition or etching to obtain patterns with different materials.

Compared to T-NIL, UV-NIL is compatible with a larger number of mold and resist materials. UV-NIL also has a more friendly processing environment (low temperature and pressure) compared to T-NIL. In addition, since UV-NIL can make use of low $T_g$ and relatively soft materials, it can be applied on non-planar surfaces, for example, curved surfaces\(^{35}\), to meet different purposes. The resolution of UV-NIL can also be very high (sub-30nm feature size has been reported).\(^{36}\).

2.1.3 Bilayer Imprint Method

Figure 4. Schematic illustration of Bilayer Nanoimprint Lithography

When NIL is used for the generation of metallic nanostructures, the imprint step is typically followed by vacuum deposition of metal onto the patterned sample, followed by lift-off. However, the single layer of resist used in both T-NIL and UV-NIL may be problematic when doing metal deposition and lift-off. If the imprint process leaves sidewalls that are not perfectly vertical, metal may end up being deposited on the non-vertical sidewalls, form a continuous metal film on the sample, as shown in Figure 5(b), which causes detachment of the metal nanostructures during the lift-off process\(^{37}\). Non-vertical sidewalls happen in imprinting process if the imprinting mold does not have patterns with vertical sidewalls, or if the imprinted resist deforms or re-flows slightly during or after the mask separation. Non-
vertical sidewalls can also result from a RIE step for residual resist removal, if the RIE process is not sufficiently directional.

A method was proposed to overcome this challenge: Bilayer Nanoimprint lithography\textsuperscript{37}. This method had been proposed on both T-NIL\textsuperscript{37} and UV-NIL\textsuperscript{38}. The procedure of bilayer imprint is presented in Figure 4. It is similar to T-NIL and UV-NIL but makes use of an additional bottom resist layer in the structure. The main purpose of the additional bottom resist layer is to facilitate material deposition and lift-off. In bi-layer NIL, these resist layers are typically made of different materials that have different etch rates in RIE, with the top layer having the lower etch rate. Therefore, top layer is etched more slowly than the bottom layer during the certain RIE process. The difference in etch rates results in an undercut bilayer resist structure\textsuperscript{37} on the substrate after RIE, as shown in Figure 5(c).
Figure 5. Comparison of deposition situations between non-vertical sidewall structures and bilayer undercut structures.

When depositing materials on bilayer undercut structures, materials are deposited all over the surface, but they end up either sitting in the windows between undercut structures and on top of the undercut structures, forming discrete separated patches on the surface of sample, as presented in Figure 5(d); which prevents deposited features from being torn or detached during the lift-off process.

2.2 The Working Principle of Soft UV Nanoimprint Lithography

Based on the previous sections it seems that bilayer UV-NIL enables low-cost reliable nanopattern replication. However, one important challenge remains: during NIL as described previously, medium to high pressure physical contact is needed between the patterned mold and the resist layer. This can lead to damaging of the delicately patterned high-cost hard
master molds. To avoid this problem, a modified version of UV-NIL, namely Soft UV-NIL has been proposed. Soft UV-NIL uses a flexible transparent polymer mold typically made of PMMA, PDMS, or PVA that can be used to replicate a hard negative master mold in a low-pressure process that does not involve the pressing together of two hard materials. This minimized the chance of damage to the hard master mold. The flexible and polymeric mold has the advantage of easy low-cost fabrication, UV transparency, and commercial availability of the materials needed. A tri-layer mold is typically used in Soft UV-NIL\textsuperscript{39,40,33} consisting of a thin top layer, a softer and relatively thick middle buffer layer, and a glass supporting substrate (bottom). The top layer will contain the replicated patterns from the hard master mold and is usually made of polymer with a higher Young's modulus, such as PMMA, H-PDMS, or PVA, in order to have enough strength to support ultra-small (sub-100nm) features. PDMS (Sylgard 184 or RTV615) is commonly used in middle layer; due to PDMS's low Young's modulus, middle layer is softer than top layer and it serves as a buffer layer that allows conformal contact with the final sample even at low imprint pressure. The bottom glass substrate supports handling and processing of the generated soft mold and minimizes mold distortion.
The process of the soft mold fabrication is quite straightforward, as presented in Figure 6. First, (a) The nanostructured hard master mold is coated with an anti-sticking layer followed by spin-coating of a polymer solution onto hard master mold to form the top layer of the soft mold. The low viscosity of this layer allows filling of the nanostructures in the master mold. This is followed by a baking process to cure the polymer, leaving a solid film on top of the master mold. Second, (b) PDMS is poured on the top layer to form the middle buffer layer followed by thermal curing of the PDMS and placing a glass substrate on the PDMS layer before PDMS is fully solidified as a mechanical support. After (c) separating the tri-layer soft
mold from master mold, (d) a tri-layer soft mold is obtained, ready to be used as a soft mold. This soft mold can be used subsequent UV-NIL experiments.

A resolution of 20nm scale for Soft UV-NIL has been achieved\textsuperscript{41} and a real-world application of Soft UV-NIL has also been reported\textsuperscript{21} involving the generation of large-area localized surface plasmon resonance based sensors. Based on the discussion above, soft UV-NIL combined with the trilayer resist approach promises to allow cost-effective replication of nanoscale patterns with minimal risk of damage to the hard master mold and good performance in the lift-off process. Therefore, in this report, a Soft UV-NIL process is developed as a nanofabrication tool to produce plasmonic antenna arrays.

2.3 Approaches and Materials Discussion

The previous sections introduced the principles several NIL approaches. In this section, the procedure and materials that are used in this report are presented and discussed. There are two parts in this section. The first section focuses on the imprint process used in this report. The second part discusses the materials chosen for each steps in the imprint process.
2.3.1 Approaches

The goal of this report is to achieve the fabrication of metallic antenna arrays using soft UV-NIL combined with Bilayer NIL.

The first experiments will use low-resolution structures to test the overall imprint process. This will be followed by nanometer-scale imprint experiments using the same materials, but with adjusted layer thicknesses suitable for nanoscale feature replication. We first describe the soft mold fabrication, then the imprint process using the soft mold, and finally, metal deposition and lift-off. For clarity the entire planned process, consisting of soft mold generation and the bilayer imprint step are summarized in Figure 7. Soft mold fabrication: (a) spin coating of the top hard layer on a master mold; (b) applying the buffer layer and the supporting substrate (optional); (c) separating the cured soft mold from the master mold; (d) coating the surface of the soft mold with anti-sticking agent. Imprint process: (e) Imprinting the soft mold on a bilayer resist and UV-curing; (f) separating the soft mold from the cured bilayer resist; (g) transferring the imprinted pattern using RIE; (h) the resulting undercut patterns. Metal deposition: (i) deposit the desired metal using thermal evaporation; (j) the final plasmonic metal antenna array after lift-off. In each part, the results will be inspected by Atomic Force Microscope (AFM). Finally, the metal array will be measured for its optical response. The experimental details will be presented in Chapter 3: Experiments.
Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the entire process of bilayer Soft UV-NIL used in this report
2.3.2 Material Selections

In this report, two full Soft UV-NIL processes are attempted, namely a micrometer-scale test imprint and a nanometer-scale imprint process. Each full process includes many steps where materials need to be chosen. The following describes the various material choices that have been made.

2.3.2.1 Materials for Molds

The low-resolution master mold in the test imprint is made of a glass slide coated with a 1.5μm SiO₂ layer. Glass slides can be easily cleaned and are commonly used as a substrate in optical experiments. In order to have the low-resolution glass master mold with 1μm feature depth, CF₄ RIE is used to etch the glass slide. However, since normal glass slide has very high resistance to CF₄ RIE (5nm/min measured), it takes a long time for RIE to etch 1μm depth features on normal glass slide. Therefore, an additional SiO₂ thin layer, which has higher etch rate (30nm/min) is deposited on the glass slide to facilitate the pattern transfer process in RIE. The negative nanometer-scale master mold was provided by Prof. Debashis Chanda (NanoScience Technology Center, UCF). The patterns are fabricated on a spin-on-glass layer on top of glass slide.
The materials used for the tri-layer soft mold were the same in both micron scale and nanometer-scale imprint processes. A simple tri-layer structure is shown in Figure 8(a). In this report, PMMA, H-PDMS, and PVA are considered for the top hard layer; commercial PDMS (Sylgard 184) is used for middle buffer layer; and glass is used as a supporting substrate. Chemical structures of these polymers are shown in Figures. 8 (b),(c),(d). The reasons for using these polymers are as follows:

**PMMA** has a Young's modulus between 1.8 and 3.1 GPa and is has successfully be used in Soft UV-NIL.

**H-PDMS**\(^{42}\) (*Hard-PDMS*): it consists of a mix of pre-polymer, Vinylethylsiloxane-dimethyl-siloxane (VDT-731, Gelest), hydrosilane pre-polymer, Methylhydrosiloxane (HMS-301, Gelest), catalyst, Platinum divinyltetramethyldisiloxane (SIP6831.2LC, Gelest), and modulator 1, 3, 5, 7 tetramethyl cyclotetrasiloxane (SIT-7900, Gelest). This combination of polymers achieves a hardness that is four times larger than of commercial PDMS (Young's modulus of 1.8 MPa), and is therefore called Hard PDMS (H-PDMS). This material has been widely used in Soft NIL.
**PVA** is a water soluble polymer with a Young's modulus 1.9GPa similar to PMMA. Also, PVA is resistant to organic solvent, oil, and grease. Meanwhile, it has been observed that processes using PVA molds exhibit better mold-resist separation than PMMA molds. Therefore, PVA is also considered as a candidate for the top layer in the soft mold.

**PDMS (Sylgard 184)** is a well-known polymer that is widely used in many applications. Its low Young's modulus allows conformal contact, making it a good buffer between the top hard layer and the handle substrate.

![Diagram](image.png)

**Figure 8.** (a) Demonstration of tri-layer soft mold. Chemical structure of (b)PMMA, (c)PDMS, (d)PVA, (e)TMCS

As a mold releasing agent or anti-sticking layer trimethylchlorosilane (TMCS) and liquid self-assembled monolayer (SAM) from Minuta Technology, Korea, were used. TMCS can be
applied by vapor deposition, forming a self-assembled monolayer on the surface, which can lower the surface energy of the target surface, protecting the target surface layer from sticking to other materials. Liquid SAM from Minuta can be applied by spin coating and serves a similar purpose to TMCS but uses a different type molecule to form the SAM\textsuperscript{44}.

### 2.3.2.2 Materials for Resists and Substrate:

In the bilayer method, the top layer is not only a pattern defining area but also serves as an etching mask in the pattern transfer process. Therefore, the materials for the top resist layer in this report should be both UV-curable and highly etch resistant to the pattern transfer process, which is oxygen (O\textsubscript{2}) RIE in this report. A custom-mixed M-PDMS based UV-curable resist was used as the top resist layer.

**M-PDMS based UV-curable resist:** This resist consist of methacryloxypropyl terminated polydimethylsiloxane (DMS-R05, Gelest Inc.), Irgacure 184, and methacryloxypropyl-trichlorosilane (SIM6487.2, Gelest Inc.). The chemical structures of these chemicals are listed in Figure 9. M-PDMS is the base resist; Irgacure 184 is a photoinitiator which will release free radicals to upon absorbing UV light. SIM6487.2 is an adhesion promoter for resist and substrate.
As a UV-curable resist, M-PDMS has several advantageous properties. The first is that the PDMS contains methacrylate terminating groups. Methacrylate groups allow the M-PDMS molecule to be cross-linked with the help of free radicals. Second, because the Si compounds in M-PDMS will be oxidized to SiO$_2$ when interacting with oxygen ions, a thin layer of SiO$_2$ will be formed on the surface of M-PDMS layer during O$_2$ RIE; this property gives M-PDMS based resist a very high resistance to O$_2$ RIE.

In addition, these materials are low cost compared to commercial UV-curable resists.

![Chemical structures](image)

Figure 9. Chemical structures of (a) Methacryloxypropyl terminated Polydimethylsiloxane, (b) Irgacure 184, (c) Methacryloxypropyl-trichlorosilane.

The bottom layer resist: **PMMA** is used as the bottom layer in the bilayer resist since PMMA has good adhesion to common substrates like silicon or glass substrates, and is very easy to apply and remove. In addition, PMMA has a very high etch rate in O$_2$ RIE which is necessary to achieve the desired undercut in the RIE pattern transfer process. PMMA is commonly
provided in powder. PMMA in powder form can be dissolved in anisole to enable spin-coating. To achieve thin layers, a dilute solution of PMMA in anisole is used.

Glass cover slips and silicon wafers are used as imprint substrate in this report. Both materials are rigid, optically flat, and easy to handle. Since the soft mold is glass-backed and UV transparent, the use of a non-transparent Si substrate is possible in the UV-NIL process.
CHAPTER THREE: EXPERIMENTS

This chapter discusses the experimental procedures and results obtained. Most experiments were done in CREOL's cleanroom (R210) and in the NanoPhotonics and Near-field Optics Group's laboratories. The imprint process was done on NX2500, Nanonex, managed by Prof. Hyoung Jin Cho's group, in the cleanroom of Engineering I. There are two main experiments in this report: micon-scale test imprint and nano-scale imprint.

3.1 Master Mold Fabrication

For the low-resolution test imprint, a master mold was prepared using laser writing. Patterns for the test imprint were designed using AutoCAD. The overall image of the designed patterns (micron-scale) is shown in Figure 10. There are three main pattern areas on the test mold and three pattern blocks in each main area. Feature sizes and shapes were designed to vary from area to area in order to test the capabilities of Soft UV-NIL in replicating different kinds of features. The first area is a lines area which has lines with various width and spacing ranging from 5μm to 15μm. The second area is a shapes area, containing triangles, L-shapes, circles and squares with different sizes ranging from 3μm to 10μm. The third area is a contrast area containing square features with different aspect ratios. Numbers (around
700μm in size) were included in the middle of each pattern block to indicate the size of each block and as a locator when using a microscope for visualization.

Figure 10. Overall image of designed pattern of master mold for test imprint.

Next, laser writing technique was performed to transfer the designed patterns to a Chromium (Cr) photomask. The patterned photomask was used subsequent photolithography. For laser writing, photoresist S1805 was spin-coated onto a Cr photomask and pre-baked for 30 minutes. Then designed pattern was imported and the photomask was sent to the laser writer. The photomask was exposed by UV laser (λ=426nm) direct writing. After laser writing and a 30-minute post-bake, the photomask was developed to remove the exposed resist followed by
wet etching to remove Cr under the exposed and developed regions. The thus obtained patterned photomask can be used in photolithography.

Before doing photolithography, a thin layer (1μm) of SiO₂ was deposited on a clean glass slide, which will act as the un-patterned master mold, via Plasma-Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PE-CVD). The deposition conditions are listed in Table 2. After SiO₂ deposition and cleaning, photoresist, NR7-1000P was spin-coated on the SiO₂ coated substrate. Then photolithography was performed using the Cr photomask made by laser writing. The recipe of applying NR7-1000P is listed in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resist</th>
<th>Spin-coat</th>
<th>Pre-bake</th>
<th>UV-exposure</th>
<th>Post-bake</th>
<th>Develop</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NR7-1000P</td>
<td>4000rpm, 40s</td>
<td>150°C, 1mn</td>
<td>5s</td>
<td>100°C, 1min</td>
<td>11s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Subsequently CF₄ RIE was used to transfer patterns in to SiO₂ layer. However, since photoresist is not a good etch mask in CF₄ RIE when the etch depth is large, a thin layer of Cr was thermally evaporated onto the patterned SiO₂ substrate as an etch mask. After lift-off of the deposited Cr, a 35 minute RIE step was used to transfer the patterns into SiO₂ layer. The etch condition of CF₄ RIE is listed in Table 2. Then the Cr layer was removed by wet Cr etching, leaving clean and well-defined features on the SiO₂ layer to be used as a hard master mold.
Table 2. Recipes for SiO2 deposition and etching.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>RF power</th>
<th>DC bias</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SiO2 deposition</td>
<td>SiH4, 400sccm; NO2, 826sccm</td>
<td>1052 mTorr</td>
<td>24W</td>
<td>5V</td>
<td>30mins</td>
<td>45nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SiO2 etching</td>
<td>CF4, 45sccm</td>
<td>100 mTorr</td>
<td>174W</td>
<td>381V</td>
<td>35mins</td>
<td>30nm/min</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2 Anti-sticking Treatment

Before preparing the soft mold, master molds were treated with anti-sticking treatment. Liquid SAM developed by Minuta, Korea, was spin-coated on the master mold at 3000 rpm for 30 seconds and then baked at 105°C for 12 hours. In addition, an alternative method for applying the anti-sticking layer has been tried in this report: TMCS vapor deposition. To apply TMCS, the master mold and 1-2 mL of TMCS were placed in a 150mm petri dish in a Fume hood for 30 minutes.

Figure 11 presents an example of the result of the anti-sticking coating. Normally, an anti-sticking layer coated surface has low surface energy. Drops of water were placed on two cover slips, one of which was coated with anti-sticking agent. The results are strikingly different as a result of the surface modification: the top substrate is anti-sticking coated, and droplets are seen to have a large contact angle with the glass substrate, a clear indication that the substrate is hydrophobic; the bottom substrate is not anti-sticking coated, and shows droplets that have a significantly lower contact angle.
3.3 Soft Mold Fabrication.

When the anti-sticking treatment was completed, the master mold was ready for soft mold fabrication. Soft mold fabrication started with top hard layer materials mixing. Then the mixed polymer solutions were spin-coated onto the master mold and cured at specific temperatures. Three kinds of polymers were used for the top hard layer: PMMA, PVA, H-PDMS. Each polymer had its own contents, mixing method, and application method, which are listed in Table 3.

After curing the top hard layer, a 10:1 PDMS mixture was degassed in low vacuum for 20 minutes. Then the PDMS mixture was poured on top of the top hard layer and baked at 80°C for 1 hour. Note that if a supporting substrate is used, it should be placed on top of PDMS after 5 minutes of baking at 80°C, otherwise the PDMS may flow out due to the weight of the supporting substrate.
When all layers were cured, the soft mold was manually separated from master mold and treated with anti-sticking agent using the same method above. The layer thickness of top and middle layer were approximately 5 μm to 10μm and 1 mm to 1.5 mm, respectively, as measured by Profilometer.

Table 3. Recipes for making top hard layer and middle buffer layer of tri-layer soft mold.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Materials</th>
<th>Contents</th>
<th>Mixing methods</th>
<th>Applying methods</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| PMMA      | 15 wt% PMMA 85 wt% Anisole    | 1. Weight 15wt% PMMA and 85% Anisole  
2. shake the mixture for 2-5 minutes.  
3. Wait for 24 hours until all PMMA are dissolved. | 1. Spin-coat at 1500rpm for 40 second.  
2. Bake at 180°C for 1 hour. |
| H-PDMS    | 1.7g of VDT-731  
0.5g of HMS-301  
9μL of SIP6831.2LC  
2.2μL of SIT-7900 | 1. Weight 1.7g of VDT-731,  
2. add 9μL of SIP6831.2LC and 2.2 μL of SIT-7900 in VDT-731 then stir it.  
3. Degas for 2-3 minutes.  
4. Add 0.5g of HMS-301 then slowly stir the solution. | 1. Spin-coat at 1500rpm for 40 seconds.  
2. Bake at 65°C for 1 hour. |
| PVA       | 10 wt% PVA 90wt% Water        | 10 wt% PVA solution, bought from Bostick & Sullivan Inc                      | 1. Spin-coat at 1000rpm for 30 second.  
2. Degas in vacuum for 10 minutes.  
3. Bake at 105°C for 30 minutes. |
| PDMS      | 10 parts of Sylgard 184 A (polymer)  
1 part of Sylgard 184 B (curing agent) | 1. Weight 0.5g of Sylgard 184 B and 5g of Sylgard A.  
2. Degas in vacuum for 20 minutes. | 1. Pour a desire amount of top of top hard layer.  
2. Bake at 80°C for 1 hour. |
3.4 Bilayer resist application

This section describes the application of the bilayer resist on the substrate. First, to apply the PMMA bottom layer a 5% PMMA solution in anisole was spin-coated on substrate at 4000 rpm for 40 seconds and baked at 180°C for 2 minutes to evaporate its solvent, which resulted in a 300nm PMMA bottom layer. Then, the top layer resist, M-PDMS based UV-curable resist, was spin-coated at 7500rpm for 90 seconds for nanoimprint, and 5500rpm for 90 seconds for the test imprint. No pre-bake is needed for this layer. Once the two layers were spin-coated on the substrate, the soft mold was then placed on top of resist substrate. The whole combination was stored in an air-tight, black box and brought to the Engineering I cleanroom, where the nanoimprint machine, NX2500 is located.

3.5 Imprint on NX2500

The nanoimprint machine (Nanonex NX2500) utilizes Air Cushion Press (APC) to apply uniform air pressure up to 500psi to every dimension. It has a 200W broad band (320-390nm) UV lamp for in-situ resist curing.

The condition of the imprint process is listed in Table 4. Before the imprint, the imprint chamber was evacuated to 14 psi below atmospheric pressure for 2 minutes, which can expel
oxygen to prevent oxygen inhibition. The system then increases the pressure and reaches the set temperature (close to room temperature in the UV-NIL process) and set pressure for 2 minutes process time; during the process time, the UV-resist is re-distributed by the applied pressure. Then, the system starts UV illumination for 10 minutes to cure the resist. After imprinting, the sample was taken back to CREOL's upstairs cleanroom using the same method above. Mold-resist separation was done by inserting a knife or sharp tweezers at the edge of the sample and slowly separating the imprint mold and the bilayer resist-coated substrate.

**Table 4. Imprint condition of soft UV-NIL done one NX-2500.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Vacuum time</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>Process time</th>
<th>UV-on time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>UV imprint</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>25°C</td>
<td>20 psi</td>
<td>2 minutes</td>
<td>10 minutes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**3.6 RIE Pattern Transfer and Metal Deposition**

To complete the processes RIE pattern transfer, metal deposition, and lift-off were carried out. There were two steps of RIE: CF$_4$ and then O$_2$ RIE. CF$_4$ RIE was used to remove residual resist layer, which was around 150nm thick; and O$_2$ RIE was for transferring pattern and creating the undercut structure on substrate. The recipe of both RIE steps are listed in table 5. When RIE processes were completed. 60 nm Cr was deposited on the sample via thermal evaporation. Lift-off was done by sonicating the sample in Acetone for 2 minutes.
Table 5. Recipes for RIE pattern transfer steps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Pressure</th>
<th>RF power</th>
<th>DC bias</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CF\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>CF\textsubscript{4} 45sccm</td>
<td>100 mTorr</td>
<td>175W</td>
<td>285V</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>100nm/min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>O\textsubscript{2} 75sccm</td>
<td>100m Torr</td>
<td>299W</td>
<td>481V</td>
<td>2 mins</td>
<td>&gt;10nm/sec</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER FOUR: RESULTS

This chapter describes the results of the nanoimprint experiments as well as the spectral measurements on the replicated patterns. The imprint results include a low resolution test imprint and nanoimprint of a mask with sub-micron feature sizes.

4.1 Test Imprint Results

4.1.1 Mold Fabrication: master mold and soft mold.

In the low-resolution test master mold fabrication (see Section 3.1) the shapes of some features, especially small (<5um) features, were slightly different from the designed shapes. Figure 12 shows the images of 50X Bright field optical microscopy of the test master mold after etching. The observed uneven lines were designed to be straight lines with uniform width and with fixed inter-line spacing. The observed deviations from their designed shape is attributed to intrinsic defects of the laser writing process when patterning small features. The depth of features after 35 minutes of SiO$_2$ RIE was measured to be 1000±10nm. This confirms that the etch rate of SiO$_2$ RIE on deposited SiO$_2$ layer is 30nm per minute.
Figure 12. Uneven Lines features on fabricated low resolution test master mold.

Figure 13. PMMA low-resolution soft mold (a) Top view of PMMA low-resolution soft mold. (b) Features in lines area (c) Features in shapes area. (d) Features in contrast area. All features are \(~10\mu\text{m}\) in size, pictures were taken under 50X microscope.

Although the test master mold contains some deviations from the original design, the patterns including their imperfections should be transferred to the soft mold, and thus this mask can serve as a good replication test. In the soft mold fabrication, all soft mold materials: PMMA,
PVA, and H-PDMS, were successfully used to replicate the test master mold. Figure 13 shows different areas of the obtained patterned PMMA soft mold, held on a PDMS layer on the glass backing substrate. Since all layers of the soft mold are transparent in UV and visible range, the mold looked perfectly optically clear and is expected to be suitable for UV-NIL. Features on every area of the designed pattern were successfully replicated in the soft molds (Figure 13(b)(c)(d)), as will be shown in more detail below. The height of features as measured using an Alpha Step 200 profilometer were found to be 1000nm±10nm which corresponds to the depth of the features on the master mold. The height of features was found to be consistent for all soft molds including the mold with the PVA hard layer and the mold with the H-PDMS hard layer, showing that all soft mold materials have the ability to replicate features as small as 5µm, and possibly smaller. One important point to note is the need to prevent bubble formation in the soft mold fabrication. Bubbles may be trapped or formed during the curing of the PDMS buffer layer due to the presence of residual solvent vapor from the top hard layer. Figure 14(a) shows typical bubble-containing soft mold. These bubbles may greatly affect the imprint results. For example, in Figure 14(b), the features indicated by the arrow were totally eliminated by the presence of a large bubble (dark faint circular outline) after imprinting at 35psi for 10mins (bottom figure). Therefore, it's important to prevent any bubble from being trapped or formed during soft mold fabrication.
4.1.2 Soft UV-NIL Results.

For the bilayer imprint step with the soft molds obtained from the test master mold, two layers of resist were spin-coated on a glass substrate: first a PMMA layer was spin coated, followed by the spin coating of an M-PDMS based UV-curable resist layer using the settings shown in Section 3.4. The thickness of the PMMA bottom layer was 300nm ± 5nm as measured by profilometer and the top UV-curable resist layer had a thickness of ~470nm as measured by Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (Woollam M2000). The UV-curable resist layer thickness was obtained by fitting the ellipsometry data by modeling the thin film on glass as a Cauchy layer with a dispersion of the form \( n(\lambda) = A + \frac{B}{\lambda^2} + \frac{C}{\lambda^4} \). The best fit
was obtained by a Cauchy model with a thin film refractive index, $n$, of 1.489 at 632.8nm. This is higher than the known refractive index of pure M-PDMS of 1.416, suggesting that the addition of the photoinitiator (Irgacure, refractive index 1.571) and the adhesion promoter (refractive index 1.465) increased the thin film index. The fitting result is shown in Fig. 15 and Table 6.

![Variable Angle Spectroscopic Ellipsometric (VASE) Data](image)

**Figure 15.** Ellipsometry fitting result for UV-curable resist after spin-coating at 5500rpm for 90 seconds.

**Table 6.** Fitting parameter for M-PDMS UV resist spin coated at 5500rpm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.018</td>
<td>$0.55 \pm 0.399$ nm</td>
<td>$466.10 \pm 2.689$ nm</td>
<td>$1.474 \pm 0.00072701$</td>
<td>$0.00596 \pm 0.00031096$</td>
<td>$-4.5802E-05 \pm 2.2186E-05$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
After bilayer resist thickness determination, the UV imprint process was done on a Nanonex NX2500 NIL system using the conditions listed in Table 4. The separation of the mold and bilayer resist coated substrate was successful using PMMA and PVA molds. The imprinted features are compared with the original features on master mold and the soft mold in Figure 16.

![Figure 16](image)

**Figure 16.** Comparisons between master mold, soft mold, and imprint resist pattern. (a) some features on master mold. (b) Same features as (a) on PMMA mold. (c) Imprinted features by PMMA mold. (d) other features on master mold. (e) Same features as (d) on PVA mold. (f)Imprinted features by PVA mold. Images were taken under 100X in microscope.

Features in Figure 16 are 5μm lines and the images were taken under 100X in microscope.

These features are identical in size and shape in master mold, PMMA mold and imprinted
result images. Even imperfections in the master mold such as the sub-micron line spacing between the lower two lines in Figure 16(a) were successfully replicated in the bilayer resist. The results prove the capability of replicating sub-micron features using PMMA as the hard layer on the soft mold and PVA as the hard layer on the soft mold in Soft UV-NIL. However, when using H-PDMS as the hard layer in the soft mold, the imprint process was not as successful as with PMMA or PVA coated soft molds. In experiments using H-PDMS soft mold to imprint into the UV-curable M-PDMS / PMMA bilayer, the patterned M-PDMS layer could not be separated from the cured bilayer resist. This may be due to the fact that both H-PDMS and M-PDMS are functionalized PDMS compounds, perhaps leading to efficient bonding between these layers in the UV-curing step. This idea was tentatively verified by a simple test: a small amount of M-PDMS resist was dropped onto an un-patterned region of both H-PDMS and PVA molds and left in place for 10 minutes. After attempting to remove the resist layer from both surfaces, an obvious residue of the M-PDMS resist could be seen on the H-PDMS mold, while the surface of the PVA mold was found to be clear. While this result may explain the trouble encountered in the use of H-PDMS as the hard layer in the soft mold, the exact chemical interaction between these specially functionalized PDMS products needs to be investigated further. Due to these issues, the remainder of this report focuses on the imprint processes utilizing PVA or PMMA as the hard layer on the soft mold.
Figure 17. Test of interaction between M-PDMS and H-PDMS. (a) H-PDMS soft mold with one drop of M-PDMS resist on the side. (b) Same H-PDMS after waiting for 10 minutes and cleaned. A obvious circle pattern was left on the surface.

After separation of the soft mold from the resist substrate, RIE was performed to transfer patterns down to the substrate. As discussed in the previous chapter, undercut structures are expected to be created after pattern transfer RIE due to the different etch rates in O\textsubscript{2} RIE of the two resist layers used. To verify this, patterned bilayer resist samples were cleaved and investigated using a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Figure 18 presents the example SEM images of undercut structures. Because of similar secondary electron emission coefficients of these materials and possibly charging effects, the two layers of the resist are not easily distinguishable, but the presence of the anticipated undercut is clearly seen in these images.
4.1.3 Metal Deposition and Lift-off

After completion of the RIE pattern transfer, samples were covered with a thin layer of Cr by thermal metal evaporation, followed by lift-off through sonication in acetone for 2 minutes. The lift-off was successful and did not appear to leave residual PMMA on the samples. The replicated patterns are shown in Figure 19. The metal patterns show a good consistency in size and shape when comparing master mold, soft mold, and replicated metal patterns.
Figure 19. Comparison between soft mold, resist patterns, and deposited metal patterns. (a) features on soft mold, (b) features on imprinted resist, (c) deposited metal features. Images were taken under 50X in microscope.
4.2 Nanometer-scale Imprint

4.2.1 Nano Soft Mold Fabrication

For high resolution nanoimprinting a glass master mold with sub-micron feature sizes was used. The master mold was provided by Prof. Debashis Chanda (NSTC), and consisted of a glass slide coated with a spin-on-glass, with square depressions patterned into the spin-on-glass layer, as shown in Figure 19(a). Each block has its own size and periodicity. The feature sizes range from 1.1μm down to 240nm. Figures 19(b),(c),(d) show example SEM images of 1μm, 480nm, and 240nm features of the master mold. The depth of these features is approximately 400nm. The mold was treated with an anti-sticking layer of Liquid SAM prior to use.

![Figure 20. Demonstration of master mold for nanometer-scale imprint. (a)overview of the mold, (b)1μm features, (c)480nm features, (d)240nm features.](image)
Soft molds were prepared using the same procedure as used for the low-resolution test patterns (Section 3.3). As in the master mold, several beautiful patterned blocks are visible due to light diffraction on the regular patterned nanostructures, see Figure 21a. This demonstrates that the periodicity of the master mold is replicated successfully over large areas. Since soft molds are insulating, they cause significant charging in SEM imaging, making it difficult to visualize the quality of the soft-mold replication step. Therefore, Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) was attempted using a Witec Near-field Scanning Optical Microscope (AlphaSNOM) in AFM mode in order to determine the quality of the replicated soft mold and of the imprint results at the nanoscale. Figure 21(b) and (c) show a typical AFM measurement of a 550 nm feature size region on the soft mold, and a line cut through the features, respectively. Issues with sample drift or other system instability make it difficult to evaluate the pattern shape replication, however the observed pattern depth and sidewall inclination suggest good feature replication.
Figure 21. Demonstration of soft mold for nanometer-scale imprint. (a) overview of soft mold. AFM measurement of 280nm features (b) top view, (d) cross-section; 550nm features (c) top view, (e) cross-section.

One thing should be noted on the PVA soft mold fabrication. Since the anti-sticking coating that was already present on the provided master mold makes its surface hydrophobic, the PVA aqueous solution used to form the hard layer on the soft mold is expected to be partly blocked from filling the nanostructures on the master mold. To facilitate the PVA soft mold fabrication, the master mold was immersed in DI water overnight in order to increase the wettability of master mold's surface. This effect is demonstrated in Figure 22. The master mold in both figures was covered by DI water. It's evident that, before long-term water immersion, the master mold was clearly hydrophobic, and diffraction from each pattern blocks could be clearly seen, attributed to index contrast in each feature due to incomplete
filling of the hydrophobic nanoscale depressions (Figure 21(a)). On the other hand, after long-term water immersion the surface's wettability increased, and no clear diffracted colors from the patterned blocks are observed, attributed to improved filling of the nanoscale depressions and the index matching between the water and substrate in the patterned areas (Figure 21(b)).

![Figure 22](image)

**Figure 22.** Example of increasing surface’s wettability by water immersion. (a) before water immersion, (b) after water immersion.

In the course of the experiments it was found that thin-film pure PMMA and pure PVA soft molds can also be fabricated by spin-coating multiple PMMA or PVA layers on the hard master mold. The resulting soft mold could be peeled off the master mold in one piece. Figure 23 shows the resulting flexible thin-film pure PVA soft mold (right) next to the master mold (left) after three spin coating steps using the spin coating parameters listed in Table 3. The thickness of thin-film soft mold is approximately 80 to 100μm. The resulting flexible
mold could be used for patterning non-planar samples and materials, e.g. patterning of a glass cylinder or for roll-to-roll imprint processes\textsuperscript{35}.

\textbf{Figure 23. Demonstration of PVA thin-film mold.}

\textbf{4.2.2 Soft UV-NIL Results}

The preparation of the bilayer resist for nanometer imprinting was similar to the process used for the low-resolution test imprint. However due to the smaller feature height of the nanostructured master mold and replicated soft mold compared to those of the low resolution soft mold, the thickness of the UV-curable resist was reduced. This is important to facilitate resist expulsion from the imprinted regions. The thickness of the bilayer resist was reduced by increasing the spin-coating speed to 7500rpm, which resulted in a resist thickness of 355nm as found using to ellipsometry. The thickness of PMMA layer was kept the same at 300nm.
Figure 24. Ellipsometry fitting for UV resist spin-coated at 7500rpm for 90 seconds.

Table 7. Fitting parameter for M-PDMS UV resist spin coated at 7500rpm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MSE</th>
<th>Roughness</th>
<th>Thickness</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>C</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>12.874</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.527 nm</td>
<td>355.44± 2.794 nm</td>
<td>1.476 ± 0.00066674</td>
<td>0.00358 ± 0.00031489</td>
<td>9.2959E-05 ± 2.1633E-05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The UV imprinting process was done on the NX2500 using the conditions described in Section 3.5. However, for the PMMA coated nanostructured soft mold, the mold separation process after imprinting was not perfect. The PMMA layer of the soft mold was found to tear during the mold-resist separation. This is attributed to an increase in adhesion force between the mold and the resist when using a nanopatterned mold as a result of increased contact area (the nanostructured soft mold has more and denser features compare to test soft mold), while the adhesion force between PMMA hard layer and PDMS buffer layer in soft mold
remains the same. Therefore, adhesion promoters for improving adhesion between the
PMMA hard layer and the PDMS buffer layer are needed when using a PMMA coated soft
mold for the replication of large area nanoscale features. The situation is different when using
PVA as the hard layer on the soft mold. PVA has hydroxyl groups, which help in the
formation of intra-molecular bonds (Si-O-C) between PVA and PDMS\textsuperscript{47}, the adhesion
between PVA and PDMS is therefore expected to be larger than adhesion between resist and
PVA mold. Indeed, mold-resist separation was good in each imprint attempt. Figure 25
demonstrates an overview image of an imprinted bilayer resist structure after imprinting with
a PVA coated soft mold, as well as a corresponding SEM measurement. In Figures
25(b)(c)(d), the SEM images of the resist pattern show results consistent with the SEM
images of the master mold shown in Figure 20(b)(c)(d).
Figure 25. Nanoimprint result for PVA soft mold. (a) overall image of imprinted resist substrate. SEM images of imprinted resist pattern (b) 1μm, (c) 280nm, (d) 420nm. All scale bar are 2μm

4.2.3 Metal Deposition and Lift-off

After imprinting of the bilayer resist with the PVA coated soft mold, the sample was RIE etched to transfer patterns down to substrate, expected to result in an undercut resist edge structure. This was followed by metal deposition and lift-off. Different metals have been deposited in different imprint experiments, such as chrome, aluminum, and gold. In all cases good lift-off results were obtained. Figure 26 presents the lift-off results of Al features with (a) 1μm, (b) 420nm, and (c) and (d) 280nm features.
4.2.4 Conformal Imprinting

One advantage of using Soft mold is its conformal contact with resist. When there's a big particle either on soft mold or in UV resist, soft mold is able to slightly deform its shape to accommodate protrusions on its surface forming conformal contact with resist layer. The following figure presents the result of this advantage. In Figure 27, the black circle is the area where big particle (~10μm in size) was stuck at. Only a small area around it was affected by the big particle, deposited features still showed good uniformity on rest on the area.
Figure 27. Big particle affected metal deposition results. Both images were 1μm features but on different samples. Images were taken under 50X in microscope.
CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSION

The large scale fabrication of nanostructures has become more and more important in plasmonics research. Nanoimprint Lithography (NIL) is one of the most cost-effective next-generation nanopatterning techniques. Among the various implementations of NIL, Soft UV-Nanoimprint (Soft UV-NIL) has the advantages of a simple fabrication procedure, room-temperature and low pressure processing, and low-cost mold fabrication. Therefore, a soft UV-NIL process was developed for the patterning of metallic antenna arrays in this report.

The work set the following goals: (a) the developed method should allow the replication of nanoscale patterns with minimal chance of damage to the master mold, (b) the method should allow for some degree of conformal contact to accommodate height variations in sample or mold, (c) the method should enable metal deposition and good lift-off performance. To meet these goals, the final process includes the replication of a negative hard mold to produce a positive soft-mold, followed by low-pressure imprinting of the soft mold into a low-viscosity bilayer resist where the resist layers exhibit different etch rates to enable the formation of an undercut in the replicated imprinted resist layer after pattern transfer using reactive ion etching.
Two sets of imprint experiments were carried out: micron-scale imprint experiments and nanometer-scale imprint experiments. To verify the feasibility of the complete approach, micron-scale imprint runs that used a custom-designed test pattern were carried out prior to the replication of a nanometer-scale pattern.

Hard negative master molds containing the original patterns were replicated to generate positive soft molds consisting of top layer that holds the pattern, an PDMS buffer layer to allow conformal contact, backed by a glass slide. Several materials were tested as the top layer on the soft mold: Poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA), Hard-Polydimethylsiloxane (H-PDMS), and Polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). These materials were tested in imprint experiments on a bilayer resist consisting of a custom-mixed Methacryloxypropyl terminated Polydimethylsiloxane (M-PDMS) based UV-curable resist film, spin-coated on a PMMA film. The resist is UV-cured in the imprint system (Nanonex NX2500) and separated from the soft mold, resulting in a negative replica of the soft mold. This pattern is processed in reactive ion etching (RIE) where the M-PDMS layer acts as an effective etching mask, resulting in exposed sections of the substrate. Metal deposition onto these areas followed by lift-off results in a positive metal replica of the features in the soft mold.
Sub-micron features were successfully replicated using both PMMA and PVA coated soft molds. Features down to 280nm were replicated successfully using PVA coated soft molds. Conformal imprinting due to the use of a soft buffer layer in the imprint mask was demonstrated.

In conclusion, a Soft UV-NIL pattern replication process was developed based on a glass-backed polymer soft mold and a custom-mixed silicon-based resist. This is a cost-effective nanofabrication technique that can be used in any research that requires replication of large-area two-dimensional patterns.


